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Computing Services ☜Your time has come☝
This month a partner from one of the world's largest
investors in our industry ☁phoned to say ☁you've been
saying in System House for years that the place to be is
services...it looks as though you might now be right".
Although we ought to have been pleased of the
compliment, the problem was the words "might now be
right☝. Any cursory review oi the long term/5 year share
performance as contained in our tables on p9, shows the
leaders to be companies making most or all of their
revenues from services
like Admiral (up 5-fold),
Capita (up 8-fold), Parity
(up 8-fold), and, of course,
Sage (up 11 fold) - which
makes a clear majority of
its revenues from services/
support not product. Even
last year☂s winner -
Unipalm (up 5-fold since
launch) - is an Internet
access service provider.
Sure there have been
major share price rises
from some product providers. But there have been far too
many products companies amongst the failures too.
This renewed interest in the services sector is evidenced
by research by M&A specialists Regent Associates.
Whereas in 1995 the number of
trade sales/acquisitions of
software houses was up 78%,
system houses/VAFts up 51% and
IT staff agencies up 33%.
transactions involving packaged
software suppliers declined by
11%. Regent reported that companies with
expertise in "network integration and desktop support
services were in demand from companies wishing to
establish a presence in this much sought after sector".
Although the number of transactions in the SCSI
sector increased by 11% to 165. the value
decreased by 17% to £1.9b. As in previous
years (see table), there were two
transactions worth over £100m in the year
- although the
Unipalm deal M v
was also worth >
£130m by the
end! And UK
purchases in
France were up.
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"Forget about trying to

nd the next Microsoft...
let's move into

services☝.

But what about the future?
Firstly, let us repeat our comment (yet again) that the
halcyon days of the pure product producer - be they
hardware or software - are over. Of course product will
continue to be a vital differentiator. Whether you are a
service provider to a niche market or a developer, you
need the tools to do the job. We are increasingly getting
the feeling that even the successful datacentre service
providers might need access to the product it they are to

maximise throughput. Even
on the Internet, the service
and content providers need
product - even if it is "given
way" - to allow customers to
use (and therefore pay for) the
service provided.
Our industry was born from
the service bureaux of the
19605. Service providers with
similar characteristics will be
required on the Internet. We
have long jibed that we are
awaiting Centre-file (or

Ceridian?) to offer the first Internet payroll service. Then
we will really know that our industry has come full circle!
But in the meanwhile, the long established computing
services companies are now coming of age. CMG was

the only new SCSI float of 1995. The
intermediaries offer was 8.9 times
oversubscribed and the share price has risen
from 290p to 408p in the first month of trading.
Now we are about to see a string of high
quality computing services companies as new
issues - starting with Data Sciences (see p

4) - and including Fl Group, Triad, Heath
(Peterborough Software/Datasure) and
others in the next few months.
Companies with predictable
revenue streams, long established
customer relationships and strong
management more than capable
of providing consistent and
strong earnings growth for
shareholders.
Our US investor friend will
have plenty of opportunity to
provethat "the time reallyhas

come for the
c o m p u ti n g
sen/ices sector☝.
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When we returned to the office late
on the evening of 17th Jan. 96, there

forward to receiving his bottle of
champagne. It was immediately

quoted company, we gave Coda one of our rare (and, if our

mailbag is anything to go by, incredibly eagerly sought after)

Launched at 235p in Feb. 94, Coda quickly turned into a
disaster story. The shares slumped to a low of 75p as Coda

was Fax from Coda's Chairman,
☁ Rodney Potts, saying he was looking

30mg Award despatched.
Back in 1993, before it was a publicly

System House Boring Awards. At that time (as the chart below
shows) their performance was really boring and deserved it!

immediately slumped to a loss before tax of 28m in the year
to 31st Oct. 94 - its first loss in 15 years.

Coda
Ten Year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1986
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Our reporting of this resulted in a ☁request☝(we say 'request"

as they took offence to our previous use of the word "orderec
to attend the offices of SG Warburg.
The reporting at the time upset more than just Warburgs.
Potts was deeply concerned that an exemplary career should
be so blighted.
We quote verbatim from our interview with Potts in July 94 ☜I
will be doing my very bestto get Coda back on track as
quickly as possible and I will be open and honest with our
investors, just as l was at the time of the otation. I am
confident that the patience of our investors will be

rewarded... 15years a!hard work and 100% ofmy reputation

is on the line". Source ☁ system House Aug. 1994,

As Potts had sent us (and we assume many other industry

observers!) a bottle of champagne at the time of the float,

we publicly offered to return it (well, not the actual bottle - it

doesn't last THAT long in the Holway household!) when

Coda's share price breached 235p again - albeit briefly.

But enough of the past. The reason for the share price

recovery is that Coda is back in profit again. Results for the

year to stt Oct. 95 showed a PET of £1.03m (loss 28m).
Much of the previous loss was due to ESOP costs, so the

operating profit of EQOQK, compared with operating losses
of £3.15m, is a better comparison. But the far more exciting

figures are that revenues increased by 40% to £32.8m. The
☜double whammy☝which resulted in the losses last time were

___$ystem House __  
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both reversed. Open systems sales were up
fourfold to £13.7m. Although Coda now has

100 clients for its open systems products,
proprietary system sales - at £19.1m -. held
up remarkably well. Indeed AS/400 sales had
'broken new ground" and represented £7.6m
of these revenues. DEC VAX sales - the decline
in which had been the main culprit for the 1994 downturn
and our summoning to Warburgs - also performed better than
expected at £10.5m.
The superb increases in new licence revenues should be

compared with the excellent, but rather lower, 23% increase
in professional services revenues to £8.5m and the 26%
increase in support revenues to £7.8m. Indeed, we suspect
that Coda is decommitting from the services area in favour
of "encouraging the Big Six accountancy groups☝ to

recommend/support the product and thus
get the ☜reward☝ of earning the services

revenues themselves. But it☂s a minor gripe
compared with Coda☁s overall performance.
Comment We cannot contain our delight
that Code is likely to be 'boring☝again. It☂s
interesting that General Atlantic doubled
their stake to 20% when the price was
around 88p. Potts also bought another

200,000 shares. The other major

shareholders are the Kaufmann fund who
increased their stake to 4% when Code was

at 129p. They are all now sitting on

substantial gains. Even Katie Potts - an

original investor via her Herald Investment
Trust with c4% - must also be relieved at
sticking with Coda.

And finally, let us say to competitors like QSP

(see p7), that not only has Coda fully
expensed its £6.3m of R&D expenditure but
that it only takes income to the P&L account

on acceptance by the customer. A bit

irrelevant you might think as, we are

assured, no Coda signing has failed to accept in the last
year anyway.
Finally let us quote from the highly respected Techlnvest
newsletter 'Coda is developing terri c momentum going
Iorward. Very strong hold☝,
Given the above, how could we possibly disagree!
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Vega - another boring company
Vega got a boring award some years ago
Unlike Coda (opposite) they have
continued to be ☜boring☝. Results for
the six months to 31st Oct. 95 show
revenues up 27% at £7.3m and PET
up 25% at £1.27m. EPS was up a
similar 24%. To save the batteries
on your calculator. that's a 17.4%
profit margin - about the best in the business.
Vega develops systems for satellite operations, air traffic
control, marine information systems etc. It considers itself

to be ☜the market leader for equipment emulation"where
it has completed ☜to budget and schedule☝ such proiects
as the RAF Avionics Systems Trainer and many others.
MD Kelvin Harrison says, in somewhat of an

understatement, ☜the first half of the year has gone very
well☝. Vega claims ☜the ability to win new contracts
consistently while achieving extensions to contracts with
existing customers". Thiscertainly seems to be bome out
with contracts like the recently awarded £1 m RAF CATS
project and the £1.4m project from the ESA for systems
for the Envisat spacecraft.
As readers will know, Vega is a ☜Rigg☝ company - the only
person to have TWO Boring Awards - the other was for
Triad which we expect to be a new issue in 1996. Fligg -
as reported earlier - is to step down in place of Robert
Drummond. We hope he will retain Vega's boring record.
But finally even Computergram seem to have been
infected with the System House journalistic style.
☜Chairman John Rigg said in true space explorer fashion
that he is looking ☜forward to the second halfand beyond

m
with confidence . Source - Computergram 1901 Jan. 96.
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The exeellent lTnet Index of outsourcing deals has
recorded 73 organisations which outsourced for the first
time in 1995. Of the eight ☜mega contacts worth over £20m
p.a., six were in the private sector☝.

"Contracts worth £545m were agreed in 1995, compared
with £384m in 1994, a rise of 42%☝. Of the 117 contracts

signed in 1995. ☜nine were switched to a new supplier☝.
Excellent report. We are sure Dr. Claire Forrest of lTnet
(tel -0121 459 1155) will send a copy to an interested reader.
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Data Sciences announces float
On 28th Jan. 96, Data Sciences declared its intention to

float, thus becoming the rst in a series of quality lT services

companies to seek a listing in 1996.

A year ago we wrote ☜The current year e to 30th Sept.
95) is the one that really matters as that will decide when
Data Sciences comes to the Stock Exchange. A 15-20%
organic revenue growth and margins nudging 6% would
make Data Sciences a very attractive candidate in a year☁s
time. Our report card would then read "Good - but can do
even better☝ - and that☂s exactly the kind of message they

will need fora successful oat'. Source - System House Feb. 95.

We know Data Sciences☁ CEO Andy Roberts is an avid
System House reader...but we didn't realise how closely he
would follow our advice! Results to 30th Sept. 95 show

revenues from the continuing professional services activities
up 18% to £105.7m and operating profits up 80% at £6.1m

- Le. a 5.8% profit margin!

As previously reported, Data Sciences withdrew from its
datacentre activities by subcontracting these to Integris from

Oct. 95. For the record, including these loss-making

discontinued bureau operations, Data Sciences had
revenues of £116.5m, operating prolit of £5.38m, PBT of
£5.7m and PAT of £4.8m.
As is both well known and oft-reported, the M80 from

THORN-EMI in 1991 left Data Sciences with debts of £60m.
The recession in our market, project and other problems
meant that the original MBO team's financial expectations

were not met. That led to the appointment of Roberts as
CEO in April 93...and a massive loss before tax of £18.8m
in the year to 30th Sept. 93 as he realigned the cost base.

Data Sciences has been revitalised under his leadership.
The simple fact that Data Sciences can now plan a listing,
when quite a few questioned the survival of the company a
few years back, is testimony to Roberts☁ achievements.

Data Sciences is involved in the largest and fastest growing
sectors of the market - systems integration, project

development and, of course, application management. It is
just the type of 'services" company that we relerto in our

p1 article and in our presentation at the Regent Conference
this month.

But what makes Data Sciences so attractive - like many
others in the services sector - is the predictability of its
revenue stream. They started the current year with a firm
order book of £101m.
Clearly the success of the CMG float must have reinforced
the decision to float now. Both companies make the majority
of their revenues from systems integration for major blue
chip organisations. CMG was floated on a P/E of 14.9 (FY95
forecast) at 290p and the share price has risen by >40% in
just two months to around the sector's av. historic P/E
valuation of 19-20. That should give some guide to investors
when the Data Sciences☂ price is announced in March.

Last year we promised a report card reading ☜Good - but
can do better". Roberts should be aiming to increase margins
to nearer 8% this year. Armed with a listing and sans debt,
he should then be able to contemplate some acquisitions -

particularty in Europe.
We will review Date Sciences again next month.

:Qedtaretlen ichard Holway was retainedby.H.a.mbr¢$ Bank chests! ☂
to theData Sciences☝ oat. Our research has been quoted extensively _ .
parties - and, of course; Data Sciences itself ~☜have been our customers for
We have been advised to make the following statement. ☁f☁Th'e infonna'tioh center☜ .
from public documents (except lor the 1994/95 results which were provided by th'
at Companies House). Expressions of opinion are thosa of Richard HolWay .

We have deliberately

F ' I ° placed the reviews of
Fl Group and Data

Sciences side-by-side. The main reason being that we
expect them both to become quoted companies soon.

But there are other similarities - current pro t margins

being one of them! They are both high quality services

companies engaged in high growth 'areas with high

potential for improved financial performance.

Fl Group's results for the six months to 31 st Oct. 95 were

at the superb level that we are rather coming to expect.

Revenues were up 32% at £37.4m, PET was up 38% at

£2.09m and EPS was up 36%. Of course it is AM - which

now represents 73% of revenues - which was the star. It

looks as though the increase in AM billings was ahead of
even our massive 37% growth estimate for the total UK

AM market for 1994/95.

Fl☂s IT staff agency and end user IT training activities are
also doing well. CEO Hilary Cropper told us that Fl is
moving more-and-more towards long term partnerships
with its clients, and away from the ☜transaction by

transaction" way of working. Fl has studiously avoided
the "computer operations-type" outsourcing deal but

would be happy to work with partners in the sector. Fl is

currently involved in three such consortium bids.

Having the right skills to meet this market growth is a key

issue. In the last calendar year Fl has taken on nearly

100 graduates ♥ its first such mass recruitment in a decade.

Of course, staff relationships have always been rather
special at Fl. At present around 50% are full time

employees, 10% contractors and the remaining 40%

☜associates☝ with whom Fl has had long relationships.

Although it is unlikely that many other companies will reach
these ratios, the trends throughout the industry are in the

same direction.
As has long been trumpeted, most of the FI staff and
associates own shares in one form or another;

representing around 54% of the equity. in addition every

employee is on a profit share or bonus scheme. As

Cropper pointed out "that way the management and staff

get hit by poor performance before the shareholders☂. in

addition, Fl intends to introduce a new option scheme for

all employees where they will have to invest to ☜buy☝ their

options. Readers who know our negative views on options .

will understand how much we welcome this novel move.

The next big decision for these shareholders is when to

go for a float. Roadshows have commenced and our

money would be on a 02 float afterthe April year end but
before the holiday period and the inevitable run up to the

next election.

With sentiment clearly moving towards the services

companies, Fl - with its predictable long term quality
revenue stream - would be a very attractive candidate. A

quote would make it easier to do acquisitions, for example

"buying" user lT activities as in the Hoskyns/CMS deal

(see p8) or the CSC/Lucas deal. In turn "economies of
scale☝ could further increase the profit margins.
We look fonrvard with anticipation to deveppments.
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  ,. ,.e_rsqn Electronics acquires Fletcher
Sanderson Electronics has acquired an'80%fslake in
Fletcher Computer Son/Ices for around £_1_50K - all In
lshare's. Fletcher,'with Whom'Sandér'so'n Has had 0 ['0an
trading relationship, supplies Fléet'plah Vehicle fleet
management software and, according to our records,
had revenues or 23.1 m and made a loss of QQQK in the
year (03151 Dec. 94, . " 3 . '

 

     

  

   

    

 

    95. 3☂3 was up 350%
fomaa". -More dela'ilénv
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Chessington-based Skywell Corp. Ltd., which had
revenues of 29m (and apparently debts of 23m) has
appointed the receivers.
Dr. Solomon, the computer antivirus operation, has been
the subject of an M80 backed by Apax. Fullduplex
Computer Professionals Ltd. and Microtransfer
Network Systems Ltd. have merged to become
Fullduplex Networks Ltd. (Isn't that really exciting!)
BCE Holdings has decided to get out of ☜its non core
arcades and snookerbusinesses☝and concentrate on its
computer software games development activities. DOE
has appointed Frank Herman ☜regarded bygames industry
professionals as ☁the Father of the European lndustry'☝to
the board. BCE has also raised £2.3m in a private placing
at 21p a share.
Reuters - continuing its purchases in the SCSI arena -
has bought US Equis International ☜a Utah-based
developer of technical analysis software for individual
investors☝for "an undisclosed sum". Dawson Holdings
plc, via its subsidiary Data Trek Inc., has acquired
Information Management and Engineering Ltd. (IME)
- a library automation systems supplier. Arrival Holdings,
via its Syan division, has acquired the rights to Icarus
Help Desk and Journal Auditor.

Radius pic has acquired IT Professional Ltd. for £180K
cash. The accounting systems co. reported revenues of
£2.6m and a loss of £270K in the year to 31st Mar. 94.

 

  

  

Bull and Cara
BULL UK (& Ireland!) has acquired a majority stake in
Cara Group Ltd. "Ireland☂s leading independent computer
services company☁. Cara employs 250 staff with a turnover
of IR£28m to 31st Mar. 95 and |R£30m to 31 st Mar. 96.
Cara is a major TPM and provider of payroll processing
bureau services.
Our admiration - indeed an admiration which increases
by the month - for BULL UK, lntegris and its managers is
well known. Please don☁t underestimate them any more -
they are fast becoming a force with which you will have to
reckon. If only theyweren☂t French owned!

PCLébuy 0 share " ☁:- i» > ,
☂ ' PC_L G _ up sold its-FM operations to

_ last month.☝ his month. Trevor.
1 , gih'alRCLvhas acquired data'capture operation,
"Da_t'aphonv(llila:uvritius) Ltd.. for ☂aroundZQSOOK. "The

 

   
  

  

    

    

 

Dun & Bradstreet Software ☜For Sale☝
It looks as though Dun 8: Bradstreet Software. with

worldwide revenues of c$350m - which was formed out
of McCormack & Dodge and MSA in 1990, is now up for

sale. After the sale by D&B of Datastream in the UK in
1992. latest accounts filed at Companies House show UK
revenues of £25.3m and losses of £3.6m in the year to
30th Nov. 94. An M80 is rumoured.

In our research industry. our competitors Gartner Group

and Dataquest will henceforth be part of Cognizant Corp.

February 1996
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comes the news this mo
concludedthe 'MBO' '

revenues by 9%to 21'
£749K, ' Given that "log
eXtensiveijrecruitmenf☂driVe,V _

ans! exceeds:th in .1 . .96" 't .
[eas☁onablefuto sayth'e least.

Kalamazoo in talks with Datapoint
Kalamazoo has announced that it is "one of two parties☝

negotiating with Datapoint Corp. to acquire a 51% stake
in a new joint venture formed out of Datapoint☂s automotive
operations in Europe and Kalamazoo☂s Dutch subsidiary -
CBA Nederlands BV. The consideration for the 51% stake
is £11.3m. Datapoint is the market leader in the supply of
Dealer Management Systems (DMS) in Europe whereas
Kalamazoo is the UK DMS market leader.

Yet another example of the increasing trend of UK

companies buying into Europe.

Oxford Molecular buys three in US
Oxford Molecular has reached agreement to acquire three
US businesses - the Chemical Informatics division of PSI,

MacVectorfrom Eastman Kodakand Health Designs Inc.
for £9m. This is to be financed by a 1-for-7 rights issue at

235p raising £16.2m. OM also estimated losses "notgreater
than £3.75m on revenues of £6.2m☝ to 31st Dec. 95.

QSP crashes on profits warning
QSP has announced that ☁'profits will not meet market
expectations". The shares dived from 708p to 355p as a
result. ☜The principle reason for this is that certain major
UK contracts ...anticipated to be signed in Dec. 95 are now
expected to be completed in 1996".

Staff redundancies added a further £500K exceptional costs.

   

  

 

' This all resulted in analysts☁ profit Iorecasts being reduced
by over £2.5m to just £500K. And, ofcourse, that would be
a loss without further capitalised Fi&D.

We have written and been quoted, on so many occasions,
commenting on QSP☂s accounting policies. These differ
widely from most of its nearest competitors; making any
meaningful comparison of financial performance by the
layman investor impossible. We were also concerned at
the £72m paid for the loss-making £1m revenue Global
operation in the US, although we understand that this
operation met expectations and was not the reason for the
warning.
Back in Nov. 95 investors contributed £14.7m in a 535p
rights issue and four QSP directors cashed in options for
£1 .75m on 23rd Nov. 95 when the share price was 635p.
We have been assured that the shortfall was totally unknown
at that time - just a month off the year end. That being the
case, it shows the vulnerability of the revenue streams at
such products companies compared to the predictable
revenues of the service providers (see p1).

System House _

   



  

as:th .. .
This month ☁MDI
' " of its: surplus officespac , . .

. it3£_1:.2m a year.3☝ ,It _☂ha's'-alsojdispOSed of (given:
away?) its library business to 0yan Deutschland GmbH;'
;This: business 'Iost £2,5rn ,Iast☁yeiar. f It also ☁ undertook'a:

.reorganisation',(i ☁::;¢bs☂ cull)..'Systern"Hause☁5☁_-rnain'
corporate contact David Malaperim'an: who'was☁ known

  

  

tomany readers}, has now lost his job.3 3' ' I: '5 V_ H _
But perhaps the most joyous newstor beleaguered
shareholders» this, month'was☁that: Canadian SCSI☁

   
unsuccessfut'bidder for the libraries business
The news: sent. MDIS..shar.es up.☁219%_ this month. We
suspect that the GEAQ stake is shbrt term and speculative
'and"unlikelyi'to 'lea'd'tovaltull takeover. Even 'so☁,☁ The
Independent (161h Jan. 96) was moved to describe it as
:☜the rslexternal endorsement☝ of confidence in MDIS"
reooveryl .☁ . .1. » ☁- '
Whats shame..As We said .
out for MDIS is to be taken over; ; z , g .
k

CSC and Oracle
There was widespread surpriSe this month on the news
that Alistair Crawford, CEO of Computer Sciences (CSC)
UK, had left to join Oracle UK as head of services. In his
18 months as CEO, Alistair has boosted 0805 revenues

from £80m to over £310m and its staff from 450 to over
2000, winning such high profile outsourcing deals as 8A9
and Lucas. Ray Mackintosh, CEO CSC Europe, has
taken over in the UK (we assume, temporarily).

Before we managed to talk to Alistair we had heard all
kinds of reasons. ☜He wasn☂t happy with outsourcing☝, ☜he
wanted to work closer to home", "he was offereda financial
package he couldn't refuse", ☜CSC was notmaking money
on its outsourcing deals☝ and "CSC UK had missed its
profit targets☝. After our chat with Alistair, we were left
with the impression that they were all probably true! He
added that public sector outsourcing was ☜doing a lot of
the dirty work for the Govt. by reducing staff numbers".
Moving to Oracle also caused disquiet. UK MD Philip
Crawford was at pains to say, on his appointment, that

Oracle would not compete with its partners/VAFls
anymore. The senior director of a major company which
has just signed a major partnership deal with Oracle said
to us this month that "eitherA/istair is going to a different
job than he expects or I've signed the wrong contract☝.
Alistair will be responsible for Oracle UK☂s 700 consultants.
☜Oracle already has a successful services business in
the UK☝. Indeed Oracle UK makes about half of its
revenues (£208m in 1995) from services - about half of
that from consulting. Alistair intends to ☜secure a large
market share in this high growth area☝.

.__System House 

beforel☁th'e any humane way

   

    
company☂GEAC had built"a"3.79%.stake. GEAC was an '

 

068 and debts
Dalmler Benz, via its debis operation, had a obtained
34% of the equity in Cap Gemlnl Sogeti (068) and an
option to increase its stake to 51%. The option had to be
exercised by 31 st Jan. 96. We long suspected that this
jewel of French ownership would not be allowed to pass
into foreign ownership; albeit German. In the event a

financial restructuring involving FFr2.1b of refinancing will
result in debis reducing its stake to under 25%. About
30% of the equity will be publicly held; CGIP holding <25%
and founder Serge Kampf and other managers, holding
around 20%.
Organisationally, SKIP, Sogeti and 068 have been
merged into a group which also includes theGemini
Consulting activity.

Hoskyns and CMS
Hoskyns has secured, what seems to us to be, its biggest
outsourcing deal ever by acquiring British Steel's IT
operations - CMS. This means a boost of £20-25m to
Hoskyns revenues in the c£125ml5 year outsourcing
contract. 300 CMS staff will transfer to Hoskyns. Although
the bqu of CMS' revenues were from BS, it did have some

other external customers

☁Sema aha, CISI ☁
News that some.
to ac'quir☁eiFrjen☁
.£60m',_☝ althoug
consummation'Negot Vt
unionsiepresen'ting Clsdurdo.☁.Fm V. ..

    

  

   

  

    
  

 

    

 

     

   

 

Not to be outdone, Andersen Consulting UK has also

secured its largest ever outsourcing dealthis month (see
Hoskyns above). It has signed a £344.5m/10 year deal to
provide IT and finance services to Sears. 1000 staff will
transfer. As far as we can see the deal is unique in
combining the outsourcing of both IT and accounting.
Sears estimates ☜annualised cost savings will be between
£20m and £25m by the year 2000". It is also the largest
ever outsourcing deal in the retail sector - a sector which
has been rather slow to be seduced by the benefits of IT
outsourcing.
We were widely quoted for our comments on these deals
☜I can see absolutely no evidence of the growth in
outsourcing peaking at a//☝was but one example (Source -
The Independent 12th Jan. 96). Just for once, the quotes were

accurate and we agree with ourselvesl

Computacenter' continue "'
The UK's largest PC'dealer ' ☁ ☁
headline revenues up _
Dec. ☁95. We will haveto wait a few mo
which was £10.5m in 1994; Computed☝
the corporate and user.'_They .conf
move away from manufach
themselves. ' '

    



CSI Index up another 4.5%
We have revamped our CSI Index to include CMG (whose

share price increased anothar24% this month) and the AIM
new issues. It looks as i! we will have a full time job keeping
our index up to date in 1996/
The CSI Index started the year well with another4.5% rise.
Zergo (AIM - IT security) put on 67% on anticipated
breakeven this year and expectations for new products.
Recovery/takeover hopes boosted 1995 disaster stocks

    

  

  
   
   

  
  
  

   

      
   

 

  
   
   
   

  

   
   
   

  

+4.45%
+135.89% +81 .89%
+156.38% 158.14%
+233.24% +72.90%

Month (31/12/95 - 30/1/96)
From 15111 Apr 89
From lstJan 90
From 1stJan 91

    
   

 

F 1 u 92 125.76% 49.83%
cuinical (up 45%). Des (up 32%) and ms (up 29%) £2 12☝: 93 143.03% 231.22%
Conversely OSP was down 46% - p7, Proteus (down32% From 1st Jan 94 +41.29% +9.27%

From tst Jan 95 +57.35% +15.39%- p11) and CentreGold (down 30% as the MD resigns.
losses increase and a white kniht is souht . Fm" ☜Na☝ 96

Share p Share ee 03 [3| on Cap sa n
Ratio CSI Index 56 move 91. move move(Em) move (Em)

CeJRev 30/1/98 slnce 31/12/95 In 1995 slnoe 31/12/95 In 1996

6036.23 . 1 .8396

. . . 2447.83 . 1 1 .49%
British Data Management . . , . 1256.00 . 26.61%
Capiia . . . . 9159.15 . 7.02%

Cedardata . . . . 1609.52 . 1.81%

CentIEQOId . . . . 304.00 -29.63% -29.63%
Clinlcal Computing . . . . 362.90 45.16% 45.16%

CMG . . . 1406.90 24.01% 24.0196
Coda , . . 944.68 3.74% 3.74%
Compel . . . . 1576.00 4.23% 4.23%
Computerised Flnenclal . . . . 1044.44 10.59% 10.59%
Cray Electronics . . . 236.84 -2.4l % -2.41 %
CRT . . . 1333.33 4.35% 4.35%
DOS Group . . . 1383.33 10.67% 10.67%
Delphl Group . , . 1534.98 0.51% 0.61%
Dlv'sion Group . . 2600.00 -9.57% -9.S7%

DRS Data 5. Research . , . . 300.00 32.00% 32.00%
EidDS . . 7030.00 1 .44% 1.44%
Elechonic Dela Processi . . . . 3153.70 -11.21% -11.21☁%

Firecrest . . . . 3675.00 27.05% 27.05%
Flomer'ns . , . 1653.85 14.36% 14.35%
Gresham Computing . , . 462.37 238% 2.38%
INSTEM . , . . 1720.00 . 43.58%
JBA Holdings . . . . 2468.75 . 1 .02%
Kalamazoo . , . . 3428.57 . 4.35%
Kewill . , . . 1458.50 . 5.13%
Learrnonth 8. Burche . , 2883.33 . 21 .40%
Loglce . ☁ . 1273.97 . 1.31%
Lorien . , . 2150.00 . 3.86%
Lynx Holdings . _ . 1900,00 . 5.57%
Mean 4 . , A 1653.23 . 49.07%
MAID . _ 1718.18 48.18% 48.18%

McDonnell IS (MDIS) . . . 203.55 29.27% 29.27%
Micro FOCLB . , . 2995.1 7 . 9.73%
Mlcrogen . , . 794.87 , 3.91%

1258.29 . 6.12%

1467 .56 . 3.51 %

. . . 1 547.62 . 5.69%
Moorepay . . . 2204.82 . 15.82%
MR Group . . . . 301.59 . 8.57%
OmnlMedla . , . 840.00 . -3.08%
On Demand , . . 1756.41 , 5.38%
OxQord Molecular , . . 3887.50 . 16.92%
PAP , . . . 614.35 . ♥9.87%
Parlly , ☁ _ . 10833.29 . 11.43%
Pegasus I , . . 558.58 , 4.38%
Persona , . , . 171 2.50 -3.52%
Phonellnk . I . 1148.35 . -6.32%
Proteus ☁ , 976.1 9 . -31.67%
Ouallly Sollwere , , . 934.21 . 45.88%
Radius , _ . 384.06 , 0.00%
Real Tlme Control . , , 3571.43 . 4.13%
M . , . 2491 .43 . 2.35%
Hulls ANGIE" . _ , . 3547.62 . 10.78%
Sage Gm☜? . , . 13038.46 . 4.31%
Sanderson Electronics . . . 2331.91 . 41.52%
Same Group . . . 1723.27 . 2.24%
Sherwood . _ . 1 375.00
Spargo Consultan . , . . 1821.05
Standard Platforms . y . 68.88
Superseape . . 2090.91

377.36

288.00
2991 .80

. . . 1376.47
Wakebaurne . . . . 11 6.67
Zero . . . 2923.08

  

  

  

  
 

     

 

   

  

   

     

    

  

      

  
  
  
    
  
  

  
   
      

   

   

 

   

  

   

   
  

   

  
  

 

    

 

  

     
  
  
  
  
  

   

  

   

 

  
  
  
  
  

   

  
  

 

   
  

     

 

      
  
  
  
  
  
  
      
  
  
  

  
  

  

 

    

 

    
Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price otthe largest company has the same a actes e similarchange iorthe smallest company.
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Internet
Since I started as a programmer 30 years ago on 1st Jan.
1966, I have witnessed - actually taken part in - three
revolutions which changed the IT world. The launch of
3rd generation systems, like the IBM 360 and ICT 1900,
in the 19605, the launch of the mini, like the DEC PDP11
and VAX, in the 19705, and the launch of the Apple Mac
and the PC in the early 19805. In each case the then
industry leaders failed to realise the changes taking place
and suffered the consequences.
The computing services companies of the day also ignored
both the opportunities and threats posed by these
developments.
I am convinced that the advent of the Internet will be a
similar- if not more far reaching - revolutionto Our industry
than any mentioned above. Will our industry ignore this
too - until it is too late?
From now on each month we intend to dedicate space to
lntemet research and related corporate/financial news.

Internet Research
City brokers Duracher and researchers Intervid have this
month published ☜The Internet - An lnveslment
Perspective☝ (Price £350 - Tel: 0171 523 4306). The report
concludes:
- 33m people currently connected to the Internet worldwide
with subscriptions increasing at 100% pa. to over 200m
by 2002.
- UK market currently worth £35m (pretty much in line
with our research published a few months ago) but will
growth 200%+ p.a. to £900m by 2000. Currently the UK
is 10% of the world market, but will drop to 4% by 2000.
- ☜The first wave of successful (i.e. profitable) Internet-
related businesses will come from the following sectors:
Internet access service provision, Internet software
applications provision, Internet consultancy (including
security) and related hardware provision (servers,
modems etc.). The second wave will be dominated by
content provision".
- ☜US stock markets are currently valuing service providers
at 26-26 current annual revenues...equivalenl to £1500
per dial up subscribed☝.
- Pipex (Unipalm) is currently UK market leader in leased
line connections, Demon in dial up TCP/IP services and

Compuserve for lull service, including the Internet.
- "Peripheral industries, like Cybercafes and Web design
and production, are likely to exceed £65m in UK sales in
1996".

But it is trade on the Internet that will really be the
revolution. Even if you, as a SCSI company, think you will
not be directly affected, your existing customers will! If
you can't help them develop their lntemet trade, then new
suppliers will!

Forrester Research Inc. (Tel: US 617 497 7090) estimates
lntemet related revenues of over $90 billion in the US
alone by 2000 - half of this related to financial services.
"Pro ciency in Internet technology will define competitive
advantage not only among technology companies, but
also banks, retailers, publishers and advertising agencies
causing Microsoft to compete with Wells Fargo, Reuters
with MCI/Delphi ..."

But IDC reckons that 20% of the US Fortune 500 will give
up their web sites ☜discouraged by a lack of return on
investment☝. IDC has, of course, been wrong before.

10

  

Internet related M&A
Microsoft has this month purchased US Vermeer
Technologles, an Internet publishing program developer,
for a price estimated to be around $130m. "The acquisition
reflects Microsoft's determination to catch up with smaller
rivals in the rapid growth of the Internet☝. Source - Louise
Kehoe in the FT 17th Jan. 96. "

Oracle has taken a stake in $1.6b MCI/News Corp.
satellite joint venture with the aim of ☁providing high speed
Internet services'. MCI has also teamed up with Microsoft
to promote the Microsoft Network (MSN) and its browser.
In what, as far as we can see, is the first of the traditional
SCSI companies venturing into the lntemet service arena,
Sema this month acquired Goya Servicios Telematlcos
☜the leading Spanish Internet access and services
providef' . Sema has also been awarded the contract to
build and manage the Euro 96 football championship site
on the www.
We have a long standing regard for ClNVen and, in
particular, its IT partner Syntech (the canny Barnes
Thompson outfit). One of their UK investments, lntemet

software provider Firetox, went for a still quite rare (for a
UK company) NASDAQ IPO in May at $18 a share - which
valued the $13m revenue company at $100m. A mere
140 P/E. CINVen☂s original investment was just £1 m.
According to Computergram Firefox has this month
become "the first big Internet disappointment☝ after
succumbing to an all share bid from US FTP Software
Inc. at c$14.5. Although this values Firefox at $80m, it
could rise to a max. of $100m it FTP's share price goes
up. Firefox shareholders will hold c20% the enlarged
$220m revenue company.
Not to be confused, Firecrest was launched onto AIM in
Jul. 95 at 40p and is now up a massive 288% at 155p!
Their link up with DigiPhone enables cheap telephone
calls over the lntemet. They then bought a 74% stake in
lntemet access provider Nethead.
This month sees the launch of Firecrest's Global On-Line
Directory (yes, GOD for shortl). The system enables
Internet usersto order and pay for a large range of services
and products from home delivery pizzas to a vast
catalogue of CD5. (For an in-depth review of the potential for
Firecrest's offerings, see Computergram IBth Jan. 96).

Easynet Group plc (which is another of the UK☂s Internet
access providers and, coincidentally, runs the Cyberia
cafe chain) is planning an AIM listing; raising 22m in the
process.
Acorn this month unveiled a contract to build Oracle's
sub $500 Internet surfing terminal.

he nternet conom In 2000
Valle In 2000 Exempiel Example-

Sbllllon Established Newcomer:

News International Ima inatlon

Reuters BusinessNet

  
   

 

  
 

  

  

    
Bullnou
Content
Tudo Prodigy Firecrest

Com serve Mall Bards Mel

mFm Data PC F'n. Network
Source - Forrester Research Inc.

You can contact Richard Holway with any corporate
news on 100665.3460660mpuserve.com.
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Keith Todd, on the
' announcement of his

appointment as lCL's
CEO when (Sir) Peter
Bontield moved to BT
(see p12), was quickto
announce changes to

lCL's organisation. We were delighted to see the ☜Vision☝
statement being ☜to create the best systems integration
and sen/ices company in Europe and to build a world
class technology business with Fujitsu". The words and
emphasis are lCL's and readers Would do well to take
note.
Ninian Eadie continues to be i/c of the Technology side.
In lCL's all important SCSI activities there are now five
main activities/reports:
- Retail (Rod Powell)
- Financial Services (Nuno Caldeira)
- lCL Sorbus (Paul Whitwam)
- ICL Enterprises (in essence the SI businesses) (Richard
Livesey-Haworth)
- Outsourcing (in essence the CFM business) (Nigel We☂had expected Rom.
Hartnell) sayshe h'a's'2-3 serious:
There have been many rumours circulating over lCL☂s Was☁the potential parent e wou

. attitude towards outsourcing in general and the possible be; There is☁ currently; uch
sale of CFM in particular. Hartnell has assured us that, [T researches in the r ' I
whatever we may have believed. ICL is 110% committed Data'quest'couplin'g ☁shows..Th ' ☁ V_
to this sector. There is every likelihood that ICL will move '☜informatiomrigh☂bompanies Will be in great demand and.
to consolidate - indeed, increase - its position in this all thus command high valuations. ' : Q ' ' ☂ '
important growth market in the near term. ' ' " ☂ ' ☂ ' ☂ " '

     
  
      

 

As we have long and publicly advocated this policy for Romeo PIC
ICL, we look forward to developments with great ☜M SIX year Revenue and PET Rew'd
anticipation. ☁
As a part of lCL's desire to focus on its core financial and "M
retail sect0rs. ICL has this month sold its medical systems ☜""" E "m"-
business ☁Torbetween£10m-£☁15m☝to Siemens Nixdort "M I '3'

(SNI). This will give SNl revenues of £40m in the UK health mun
systems market. Source - FT 27th Jan. 96. 22....

We suspect that there will be other disposals amongst m...
the multitude of lCL☂s other business and industry
interests, enabling them to focus on the core areas above.

Flow-ml.

 

We are impressed with both the speed and clarity of '☜"☜"☜"☝""" I,☜
. purpose displayed by Todd in the first few months of his m, m, I", m. m; .m

  

\ . . . .

' hing outiotgc ☁shjand looking for "a nancially stronger partner☜: .
steer'a carom! courseLMany of you attended our presentation for the CSSA last year. We.

V ss'makers'911994 with the finding that all previous entries had either been restructured as
' k_ otherefore'appeared only once; or got acquired or,"if they did appear torei'seoond consecutive

__ a ☁ ' ' H " d out that Protons lntemational was the only company on the 1994 list to have
appearedort u; 993 its: aswé": ' -☂ ' , ☁ -» ☂ - -

stewardship. We hope he continues with this resolve.

 

   
   

 

i it pt t "ta ,V ours lves from) any legal proceedings we guote☂ the EVening Standard of 15th Jan. 96
" ' c'al'sh within three months andnowstands accused ofmisleading the market". ☜Reports

> . , be worthpver 31m over three years were not denied☝ and the share price rose from
result than! turnsfout that 'milestone payments of $10,000 are nearer the mark. - '

.tinuin☁ losses oi £3.67m☁e and still effectively no revenue -in the ☁six menths to 39m Sept. 95.
y £7.5m to £2.7m in a'year. PrOteus is still eating cash at the rate of £400K a month and after five

ll sorer has. few supporters. indeed the share price tell still further to end Feb. on 82p;lts novel decision
as in the. drugs being developed using its software - rather than sell the licences as everyone was led to

timeotthe new issue ~' has clearly backfired. We had hoped to be able to☁quote an example of a
waid'Sharing deal - but clearly we Will be disappointed. ' ☁ ' ☂

     

 

    
  
   

  
      

  reliant bank to provide financial advice. "The company is urgentlypursuing fund raising opportunities,
possibility of a merger with a nancially stronger partner".
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Give a man a Boring Award...
We gave Clay Brendish a System House Boring award
and he immediately off-loaded his shares, Rodney Potts

at Coda did the same and even John Rigg at Vega dumped
part of his holding to pay for the celebration party.
So it came as little surprise to learn that our hero David
Goldman sold 1m of his Sage shares at 326p raising
£3.3m soon after learning that Sage was the latest
recipient of this now much sought after award. He needs
the money ☜to buya London property and otherpersonal
expenses",

But Goldman, who goes part time this year, still holds
6.85m shares (4.9%). Anyone contemplating a complaint
will get a new System House Sour Grapes Award.

..and make us feel very old
AT&T's GIS, born out of the old NCR, is from henceforth
to be known as .....NCFt. Next month Digital will ask us to
refer to them as DEC (which everyone always has!). We
have not had a call from the newly named Burroughs/
Univac et.   

 

   
  

    : s_ rlormance for more V .
WallStregetfs highest estimates☝. string

You would have to look hardto-
tart-wasservi'ces.up}'31% ☁at☁

th year of ☜st Dee.j95erorthe☁tirst'time.☁E
e:largerithan☂somvare; whichh ' '

☜modest-11.6%to $12.66b.

 

   

  

 

   

 

   

  

   

I _ r H. ncevw _s repeated in the UK Where; on our
estimates, revenues from pure☁SCSl' activities increased
" ' ' rom3£365mto around £450ml :It appears that.

egration grew by over 30%.☁Aithjcugh,
sourcing grew by anestimated 17%☁to £105m,"_this

_V as less than hoped for. Hardware maintenance revenltes'
' edby further,6°/p. ,☁ '. ☁ .;

ye. th curre☝ 1 success of lBM's services activities:
_ 'ps they'will eventually consummate a major SCSI'
Tacq'ui'sition as w'e'ha've suggested for some timeAs

" _ > _n☂confirmed that such acquisit ns
on the,cards.;rumotirs spread that the target was
pu☁terf☁Soiences Corp. (CSC)?;.- sending the CSC}

  

  

     
   

  

   

   

ORDEFTFOTRWI_____________☁♥

Peter Bonfield☂s knighthood
We understand that revealing that you
are to get a New Year's Honour in
advance of the official announcement
is almost a treasonable offence. So can
we assure the powers that be - lCL. BT
and Peter Bonfield in particular - that
our comment in Dec. 95 edition
("sure/y Sir Peter before too long?),
repeated in many other journals, was
purely fortuitous as we had no insider information. But it
does mean that we think the reward was richly deserved.
This was in stark contrast to the page one headline in
Computing (4th Jan. 96) which in essence said that ☂Sir
Peter' was rewarded for selling ICL to Japan. We sent an
e-mail to editor Jerry Sanders telling him of the many
people who had ☁phoned us affronted at this remark. He
had received a few himSelf and published a letter from
Frank Graham, MD of Kainos Software in Belfast, which
mirrored our remarks. Sanders reply to this was "winning
friends is indeed important if one's ambitions tend in the
direction of the New Year☂s Honours Lists".
We have no intention of getting involved in arguments
over the merits - or otherwise - of the honours system.
But, for the present, it exists... and there are hardly any IT

"knights" - the Colin Southgate's, John Hoskyns☂ etc.
seemed to get theirs for other activities. So here we have
Bonlield - highly regarded by his peers, leading about the
only profitable mainstream computer producer, employing
thousands in the UK and, in the past, quoted asthe role

model for others like IBM - being castigated by the editor
of one of the UK industry's main trade mags.
Sanders' jibe about ☜selling ICL to Japan'is a bit off course.
It would be difficult to find any other of the many companies
which have been purchased by overseas companies
which have remained as ☜British☝ as ICL. Which other
foreign purchases have even the remotest chance of a
London quote? - as is still ICL's intention.

 

" Apart from Bonfieid, no other software or computing
services notable got anything at all in this year's honours
list.
See ICL - p11,
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: ' System House in
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v Master copy at,£5,600vv H

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd., 18 Great Austins.

_1600 (cheque with ordaf☁only)☁ 62400

[:1 copy subscription

Additional copiee'e £850

Syetorrr House "' is published momth by Richard Hotway Limited, 18 Great Austlrs, FARNHAM, Surrey, GU9 No. Telephone 01252 724584: Fax: 01252
725380 which also publishes the annual 'Hotway Report☁ and the 'Sottwara and Concurring Services tndudry in Europe Report'. Richard Holway is the
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Chairman of Permanence Software Ltd. and ha been a director of several cormuting services convanies.
O 1 995 Holway Runrch Associates. The information contained in this publication may not be reproduced without the wrlten permbsion oi lheptblshers. Whlbt every

care has been taken to ensure the acurracy oi the lntomtatlon contained h this doorman, the publishers camot be held movable for any errors or any consequences
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